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C

arnival. Thinking about this time of the year
always made me somewhat apprehensive; deep
down I never cared for it, not even as a child.

I seem to remember having dressed up in a costume just
once, for some school show. And, would you believe? I
dressed up as Zorro!! ;) I adored Zorro and bandits and
pirates tales and anything having to do with intrigue,
horseback riding or similar activities. Nothing related to
young "ladies", dolls or girls games ever appealed to me. To
explain myself better: my mother gave me many dolls as
gifts: they remained in their boxes, untouched and still
wrapped in cellophane. I just never cared for them! I largely
preferred anything that could be built or assembled or any toy
allowing me to play as the boys did.
My Ferrari red pedal car! now: that was indeed a cool toy of
which I was proud. I don't think I ever possessed a Barbie
doll in my whole youth. Furthermore: I would chase lizards
in our backyard to keep Mommy happy (she, of course, was
terrified of anything even remotely resembling a snake). :D
Going back to Carnival: together with Lucia we wanted to
create something interesting, educational and amusing to
read; something we could leave with you, the people who
have been following us for some time. We thought it would
be a good reason for writing two connecting posts: Lucia
took care of the literary and historical perspective, tied to
tradition, religion and to the anthropological roots of
"Carnival". Unfortunately, and much too often, we take
certain things for granted: why do we behave in certain
ways? why do we eat a specific dish? … And, almost
invariably, we discover the origins to be of religious nature.
Between Epiphany and the beginning of lent, preceding a 40
days period of penance and fasting, here is when and how
Carnival began.
There are several contradicting theories about the origin of
the word. The prevailing one would appear to be the
derivation from the latin carni levamen, (“carnal
appeasement”), thus allowing temporary liberties to the most
basic instincts. Another theory proposes that the term may
derive from carnes levare, (“take away the meats”) or from
carni vale, (“goodbye meats”). Back then, it was at this time
of the year that the last meats stored away for Winter were
finished off during gastronomical orgies.
Carnival is the Christian reinterpretation of celebrations
marking the transition from one year to the next found in
Eastern and Western traditions, from Roman Saturnalia, to
the Greek bacchanals of Anthesteria, to the feasts preceding
the Spring equinox in ancient Babylon. It is interesting how,
studying the Babylonian Carnival, we find archetypal carts

similar to the ones still seen in some of our regional
Carnivals. In fact, during the weeks preceding the Spring
equinox (marking the beginning of the Babylonian year),
simulacra of the Moon or Sun gods were carried from the
sanctuary of Borsippa to that of Babylon, aboard a “naval
cart”, that was actually a ship on wheels.
This procession symbolized renewal, while the cart's
travels hinted at a period of transition and chaos,
celebrated with orgiastic behaviour, fake battles,
allegorical clashes between cosmic forces of good and
evil, and wearing masks representing the dead or infernal
beings, coming among the living to represent the cosmic
interweaving of life and death, a prelude to the renewal
symbolized by Spring's arrival.
The beginning of Carnival is also tightly connected to
January 17th, the feast of St. Anthony the Abbot, and to
the pig. It is safe to say that Carnival begins and ends
with this animal as one of its symbols. A plethora of
sausages and butchered meats are part and parcel of the
excesses of this celebrations, in which the dreams of
abundance of the farmers find a yearly reincarnation. We
should keep in mind that these festivals were a parenthesis
during which the harsh deprivations and hunger, normally
constituting people's lives, were temporarily suspended.
The celebrations, Carnival in particular, removed all kinds
of social, sexual and dietetic restraints and created a
climate of ritualistic chaos in which everything appeared
to be tumbling confusedly. Yet it would be wrong to think
of Carnival just as a relief valve for those instincts that
were repressed and kept in check for the rest of the year;
on the contrary Carnival is meant for laughing, to let loose
of some appetites; it is a form of “sacred mirth” meant to
underline the importance of an ordered existence
diametral opposite to the chaos and excesses of Carnival.
This is a festival to share with others in the streets, quite
different from Christmas and Easter, more cozy and
intimate holidays celebrated with family in the privacy of
our own homes. This difference of venue also causes the
variations in the preparation of the several food
typologies, especially sweets.
The needs of street cuisine are centered around quick,
nearly immediate execution (or partial advance
preparation) and the possibility of churning out vast
amounts of food to satisfy the demands of the largest
possible number of people. What better way of
accomplishing this than the frying method?

C

arnival gastronomy is consistently frivolous,
appetizing, provocative, fatty and centered around
gluttonous foods, particularly sweets. The range of
foods is limitless, therefore we shall examine only some of
the most interesting examples. Among the first we find
gnocchi (dumplings), historically a dry soup, known to us as
potato-based, but originally made with wheat flour.

Particularly favorite were sausages, distributed by the
hundreds at carnivals in every village, like those in
Cittiglio, Lombardy (with sausages, "cotechino" and
polenta). Or in Piedmont: in Domodossola (link sausages
and polenta) and in Ivrea where they were accompanied
by “fagiolata”.

Regardless of what the true story of their birth might be, we
know for sure that the people of Verona have adopted them,
dedicating to the “gnocchi” their Carnival that, in this city,
has maintained a unique university student-oriented flavor
since the XVI century. This is to commemorate the
distribution of flour to a starving populace that took place
following famine.

I could have written about our Carnival, the one in Turin,
belonging to Gianduja and Giacometta (our regional
Carnival masks). But in the end I preferred to concentrate
on something very close to us, tied to a city in our
province, albeit, in some aspects, closer to the Valle
d'Aosta region: Ivrea. Here I will not talk about the
famous Battle of the Oranges in Ivrea, but about the
“Fagiolata del Castellazzo”.

The feast begins with the installation of Re Gnocco (King
Dumpling) and of his dignitaries, called macaroni (gnocchi
being associated with pasta, at the time); meanwhile huge
amounts of dumplings are being prepared and cooked in the
San Zeno district (the renowned gnocchi sanzenati) and the
whole citizenry eats them topped with smalso, a parmesan
cheese and butter dressing. For Apulians, at Carnival, the
equivalent of gnocchi is "minestra verde" (green soup), with
ingredients that include the pig's lesser meats: entrails, hocks
and ears, combined with vegetables, cauliflower, fennel and
celery.

As Lucia so well explained in the first part of the booklet,
pork is the undisputed boss before Lent and especially
during Carnival.
All over the country it is celebrated, exalted and respected
to the point of not allowing to waste any of its humblest
parts not even those considered inedible by many:
entrails, ears, snouts, the famous quinto/quarto… and
now, to properly laud the King of Carnival, I introduce
you His Majesty, the pig… with “Fagiolata del
Castellazzo”.

Favata, another typical Carnival dish, uses fava beans as the
main ingredient, boiled together with sausages, pork scraps,
lard, onions and wild baby fennel, the stew is served on a bed
of "carasau" bread. This is actually a typical year-round
Sardinian dish, but it is traditionally eaten during Carnival.
There is a Sardinian saw, inspired by this dish: “The year it
rains favas cooked in lard”, referring to something unlikely
to ever happen.
In Naples there could be no Carnival without the “lattughe di
Carnevale”: a very rich dish that is a meal in itself. Layers of
wide pasta are alternated with generous amounts of rag,
"cervellatine" (sausage and ricotta cheese), boiled eggs and a
variety of vegetables in between.
In the Salento the traditional Carnival dish is made with
peelings of fat, boiled in water, mixed with ricotta and
dressed with a good country-style ragù.
As you may have noticed, at Carnival pork is a favorite,
glorified ingredient, the real king of the feast, be it in the
form of sausages, hams or entrails, but also figuratively and
metaphorically representing the “porkyness” of inferior or
decadent food allowed by the festive atmosphere. The pig
being the animal that best symbolized insatiable pleasure and
appetites: feared and forbidden, yet vital and regenerative.

The “Fagiolata del Castellazzo” in Ivrea has authentic
charitable connotations: during this feast, lasting three
days, beans, meats bread and wine were distributed for
free and all class distinctions were temporarily set aside.
The goal was to do good and to share.
The real celebration was set up in Maretta Square, on the
night between Saturday and Sunday before Shrove
Tuesday. But even a few days before the event, all over
town, one could (and still can to this day) feel a great deal
of excitement in the air.
The history of “Fagiolata” dates back to Roman times and
it has changed very little to date. The "Castellazzo" (St.
Maurice castle) was the first feudal manor built in the
area; alas! only a few of its walls and ruins remain today.
A long time ago (we are talking about the XI century,
here!) it used to be the original seat of the Marquis of
Ivrea.
In any event the memories of those times are quite
unpleasant, mostly related to the abuses and tyranny by
the nobles and to the eventual sacking and wrecking of the
castle.

Castellazzo Beans
This recipe is taken from “Una tavolozza di sapori regionali” (A palette of regional flavors) by Giovanna Ruo Berchera

Carnival fatty beans, accompanied by pork rind, hocks and sausages. Traditionally cooked in the typical
earthenware pot, called tofeja (from which the dish gets its name).

Needed: an 8 lit. (2 gal.) earthenware pot. If the original "trofeja" pot is not available, you can employ
any large clay pot. Be sure, however, to use a flame screen if cooking on a stove top; earthenware should
never be exposed directly to the flame or to high temperatures.
Ingredients (Recipe is for 8 to 10 people)
• 1.2 kg. (3 lbs.) pig's meats such as: tail, snout, ears, ribs, hocks
• 1 fatty boiler sausage (cotechino)
• 700 gr. (1 1/2 lbs.) pig rind (single slab)
• 550 gr. (1 1/4 lbs. ) dried Saluggia Borlotti beans (cranberry beans)
• 1 medium size onion
• 50 grams (2 oz.) lard
• 3 cloves of garlic
• 2 bay leaves
• 4 sage leaves
• 1 sprig of rosemary
• 1 clove
• cinnamon (according to taste)
• salt and pepper (according to taste)
Soak the beans overnight in cold water. On an open flame scorch all the pig meats, scraping them
carefully as to eliminate any hair or excess fat, then wash them thoroughly; mince together the rosemary,
2 cloves of garlic, 2 sage leaves, 2 or 3 pinches of salt and pepper, use this mince to coat the rind (if you
prefer it spicier, you may add nutmeg, clove, cinnamon, mace, coriander and pimento); roll up the rind
tightly and tie it with butcher twine. Chop the lard and the onions and brown them in a skillet, then pour
them in the earthenware pot (never expose earthenware to excessive heat, they will crack!); add all other
ingredients with about 4 liters (1 gal.) of cold water to the pot; in any case make sure that the water is at
least four fingers below the rim of the pot. Cover the pot, tying the lid to the handles and place in oven,
pre-warmed to 160-170°C (320-340 °F). Cooking on a stove top can be equally successful and more
affordable in terms of energy costs. :)
After cooking, for a minimum of 5 hours, all pork meats should be very tender and the juices thick and
well blended. Serve while still very hot.

For wine paring I asked to my friend Fabrizio Gallino, in art Enofaber, who suggests

Valle d'Aosta doc “Fumin” 2006 - Crotta di Vegneron
Attractive ruby-red color with garnet sparks, a playful nose of fruit and spices makes it assertive, yet elegant. On
the palate, although smooth and having pleasantly fine tannins, it displays a pronounced acidity and flavor,
agreeably helping to cleanse the mouth of the fat-rich food.

H

owever, and particularly when it comes to sweets,
frying is paramount during Carnival, dominated
by fried dough in all its permutations. Two
typologies are easily recognized.
The first represented by those thin strips of carefully pulled
sweet pastry, flavored with lemon or with “grappa”
(acquavit), lending a touch of seductive softness, anise and
vanilla; they are fried in skillets with bubbling lard, a sort of
sweet “tempura” batter.

We find these sweet ribbons all over Italy: while similar in
composition, they differ much in shape, size and the way
they are twisted or knotted. The diversity is actually more
noticeable in the names, often in dialect and recalling
ancient memories, that are given to these strips of pastry
(some traceable back to chronicles of the XII century).
Often these names overlap and intersect, regardless of
regional borders. In Latium, for example, they are called
“frappe”, in the province of Caserta they are called
“guanti” (“gloves”).

Frappe recipe
(by zia Pina)

Ingredients
• flour, 400 gr. (0.9 lbs.)
• sugar, 80 gr. (2.8 oz.)
• 1 whole egg and 2 yolks
• butter, 50 gr. (1.8 oz.)
• grappa or dried white wine, 3 tablespoons
• salt, a pinch
• powdered sugar
Spread the flour on the table and in the middle work the sugar with the eggs, softened butter, salt and
grappa (or wine). Stir in the flour progressively and knead vigorously, letting the dough rest for 1 hour,
covered with a cotton cloth. Then roll out the dough as thin as possible, and cut it in strips. Then tie
them. Fry in hot oil and put them immediately in powdered sugar.

For wine pairing we thanks Fabrizio Gallino, Enofaber

Moscato d'Asti Docg “Muscaté Bianc” 2010- Cantina Maranzana Soc. Coop. Agr.
Carnival is the time to joke, lightness and pleasantness. And with frappe (or “lies” or “chats”) what could better
match than a Moscato, light and sweet, aromatic and fruity, with a nice effervescence and a softness that tempts
you to refill your glass to celebrate in joy and simplicity?

I

n the second typology fried dough is still used, but
stuffed. Rounds or squares of leaf pastry, with names
and exaggerate shapes resembling some of the pastas,
thus giving equal solace to the stomach and the imagination.

Here we find tortelli, small dough wraps made with white
flour, eggs, butter and sugar (in crystals and powdered).
There we find “scorzette di limone” (lemon peels), stuffed
with cherry jams or with the spicy fruit chutney from
Cremona. Everything fried in lard. Also in this case each
region gives names in the local dialect and changes the type
of filling, but not the idea of plenty conveyed by all.

To conclude this much too fast and inevitably incomplete
foray into the gastronomy of Carnival, we must at least
mention cicerchiata, the famous sweet from Umbria,
Abruzzo and Molise: an enticing confection of small
cubes of fried dough, flavored with alchermes liqueur and
lemon, shaped into a large golden ring, using honey as a
binder and decorated with almonds and candied fruit. The
cake is finally topped with multicolor sprinkles,
reminiscent of the confetti that are traditionally tossed
around during Carnival.

But what are the origins of confetti, these harmless

tempting. A mix based on white flour, water or milk and
yeast enriched with raisins, pine nuts, candied cedar or
orange peel, scooped and dropped into vats of piping hot
lard. We find the masters of fritters in Liguria, Emilia,
Venezia Giulia and Puglia.

munitions? We are told that originally these were hollow
eggshells, duly emptied of their content through two small
holes at their tips. Later on vegetables became popular,
particularly turnips, but these turned out to be too painful.
Following came the custom of tossing around sugarcoated coriander seeds and from this “coriandoli” (the
Italian word for confetti) derived.

The trio of Carnival sweets (after leaf pastry and fritters) is

The next step was the less costly chalk confetti: so similar

Another queen of Carnival is frittella (fritter), sweet and

completed by zeppole, very common around Naples and not
to be confused with “St. Joseph's”. Those made during
Carnival are lumps of paste (composed of flour, sugar, eggs
and a little liqueur to give them fragrance) shaped into small
doughnuts, tossed into the fryer and then dipped in honey or
powdered sugar.

in appearance tho those made of sugar, that “ladies would
carry small golden or silver baskets filled with these
confetti” as Goethe wrote in 1788 in “Italienische Reise”
(“Italian Journey”). The following development was the
much more practical, inexpensive and harmless paper
confetti.

Writing about the endless range of Carnival sweets, it would

Carnival “dies” too, just as any other feast does, but in a

be wrong not to mention at least other players such as
castagnole, a tradition of Romagna and several other regions,
that, still warm are topped with “zabaglione” or with
whipped cream. And also the Sicilian sfinci, that are fried in
olive oil and then dipped in honey.

Let's stay in Sicily, where the prize and pride of Carnival
dinner are the famous cannoli (to be offered to friends only
by the dozen, or dozens), while this sweet is typical for this
time of the year, it became so famous that it is now available
year-round in Sicilian pastry shops.

much more spectacular way than when it lived. The
celebrations end on Shrove Tuesday, but when the
ephemeral reign of King Carnival reaches its end, a series
of shows, dances and parades honors its funeral in
paroxysm; the effigy representing him is paraded around
the main streets, followed by a tragicomical funeral,
accompanied by the beat of various bands; one of them is
quite unique, the instruments being pots, pans, lids and
other domestic implements.

Once it arrives at the main square, the effigy of King
Carnival is set aflame, while people spend the final hours
preceding Lent dancing one final grand ball.
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